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Executive Summary
Global retailers are accelerating their efforts at digital
transformation as a way to keep up with an ever more
demanding customer base in an industry where
margins are notoriously thin. The correct approach to
digital transformation can mean significant cost savings,
increased business growth and ROI. But it takes work
along three dimensions: efficiency, experiences and
innovation. Avanade research reveals how—and how
well—retailers are approaching these dimensions,
what they’re overlooking and what they can do to get
future ready now.

The drive for digital transformation is real.

If it seems like retailers everywhere are engaged in
digital transformation, they are. Mobile apps alone
aren’t a differentiator any longer; they’re table stakes

as retailers look to make greater use of virtual assistants,
artificial intelligence, self-service, automation, internet
of things, wearables and more. Two-thirds of retailers
are turning to external specialists1 to help with their
digital transformation strategies. Half of retail execs
are looking to artificial intelligence2 to transform the
ever demanding workplace.
Retailers are aiming their digital transformations
squarely at their customers. Most retailers (65%) in
our latest Avanade research3, conducted with Vanson
Bourne, say that customer experience is the top driver
for their digital transformations. Consequently, 62% say
that digital marketing is the most important system
for their transformations, with 55% making customer
service a close second.

Retailers told us they expect
digital transformation to:
Reduce their costs over the
next 12 months by 8%

Increase business growth
by 7.4%

Boost ROI by 16.3%
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The fatigue is real, too
Knowing what needs to be done and being able to execute those plans are two
different things. There are lots of roadblocks —and retailers are hitting them. They tell
us they’re stymied first by the difficulty in hiring and training people with relevant skills
(44.3%) and in integrating new technologies into their existing systems (38.1%).
But that’s not all. They report challenges in juggling multiple and disparate projects,
getting a fragmented culture to embrace change, having insufficient budgets,
struggling to modernize legacy systems and processes, getting the right tools to the
right people, and gaining the support of senior management.
These challenges are resulting in digital transformation fatigue. In our research,
45% of retailers said they are experiencing such fatigue (slightly higher than the
overall average across industries). Retailers must find a way to overcome it if
they’re to succeed.
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What it means to be future ready
There’s no single path to success because retailers aren’t
embarking on their journeys from the same point of origin.
But there is a roadmap.

Intelligence

Efficiency

Researchers at the MIT Center for Information Systems
Research (CISR) identify4 two crucial dimensions for
mapping digital transformations: an organization’s
maturity on customer experiences (CX) and on
operational efficiency.
Those organizations that achieve the highest levels of
transformation are considered future ready and are
both cost efficient and innovative.
Insights from our own research have expanded the MIT
CISR model to highlight innovation as a third dimension.

• Effortless efficiencies
Future
Ready.
Now.

• Experiences without boundaries
• Innovation at will
Ultimately, retailers need to continue their strategy to
infuse intelligence effectively across these three
dimensions to accelerate their digital transformation.
Retailers that mature along all these dimensions can
adapt quickly to new market forces and new
competitors. And they can do more than adapt; they
can lead, forcing competitors to adapt to them.

Experience
Intelligence

Innovation
Intelligence

Avanade’s Future Ready. Now. model
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Effortless efficiencies

86%
of retailers tell us
that modernizing
business-critical
systems is crucial
to build agility across
business-processes.

Future-ready retailers use data and intelligence to
optimize business-critical processes, creating effortless
efficiencies. For example, they use modern analytics to
find and exploit patterns in operational data that reduce
cost and improve time to market, optimize pricing and
minimize inventories. Using data and infusing intelligence to create new levels of efficiency also frees
frontline talent to focus on high-value tasks and
customer engagement.
Retailers understand this. Most (86%) tell us that
modernizing business-critical systems is paramount to
building business-process agility. And they’re also clear
about how to do that. More than half (54%) say that
intelligent automation (IA), including robotic process
and cognitive automation, will give the greatest lift to
their business results, making IA their top choice for
bringing about change.

Intelligence

Efficiency

Future
Ready.
Now.
Experience
Intelligence

Innovation
Intelligence
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Case Study
Driving efficiency to boost
customer engagement
Situation:
Each year, Unibail-Rodamco-Westfield welcomes 1.2
billion (yes, billion) visitors to its destination shopping
malls in 13 countries. Each mall has a website that helps
consumers make the most of those visits. But 63
websites and 100 webmasters were tough to manage
and content needed to flow to mobile apps and touch
terminals, too. Avanade delivered and manages a new
digital experience based on the Avanade-Sitecore
partnership that provided individual websites with
content that needed to be consistent across all
systems while also accommodating brand-specific
experiences at each location. Updates that took two
weeks to implement now appear throughout the
system in one day.

Results:
Website traffic up 25%
# of loyalty cardholders up 100%
SEO traffic up 20%
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Experiences without boundaries
As mentioned previously, customer experience is the
top driver for retailers seeking to become future ready.
But what should that experience look like and how
does the retailer achieve it?
Customers today expect retailers to do more than sell
products; they expect a consistent, highly personalized,
multichannel shopping experience. According to one

Intelligence

Efficiency

Future
Ready.
Now.
Experience
Intelligence

Innovation
Intelligence

survey5, 63% of consumers expect personalization as
part of the standard service they receive and 61%
assume that relevant data about them will be readily
available to the retailer. More than half (53%) expect a
brand to know their buying habits and preferences
and to anticipate their needs.
Retailers will need to accommodate these changing
habits and preferences if they expect to stay viable.
Infusing intelligence into experiences—in the forms of
modern business applications, data and AI – enables
future-ready retailers to deliver this personalized
experience to their customers.

Employees who
do their jobs
better directly
support a
better CX and
higher ROI.6

There’s another crucial ingredient for retailers in
delivering great customer experiences: great employee
experiences (EX). That’s because great CX begins with
employees. Paying as much attention to EX with
personalized and highly effective tools is more than a
nice-to-have. Employees who do their jobs better
directly support a better CX and higher ROI.6
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Case Study
Unified employee experience
speeds customer service
Situation:
Scandinavian gas-station operator OKQ8
needed to give its employees a unified
experience that standardized business
processes, enabling workers to deliver add-on
services and other adaptations more quickly.
Avanade delivered a unified ERP system based
on Microsoft Dynamics and rolled it out to the
company’s 550 gas stations.
Results:
IT teams easily add services, speed
operations and adapt to new digital needs.
Business and IT now work together
seamlessly.
Workers gain greater insight and potential
for new business opportunities.
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Innovation at will
The level of
innovation that
retailers need
calls for a
culture change.

Most retailers—beset by online competition and rapidly
changing consumer tastes—know they need to innovate
or risk perishing. They know too that innovation isn’t a
one-time requirement if they’re to be future ready; it’s
something they need to do daily. But how?

The future-ready retailer is organized differently, too,
with cross-functional teams of diverse specialists who
are tasked and empowered to find innovative solutions
faster. You won’t find organizational silos here.

The level of innovation that retailers need calls for a
different mindset on the part of leadership, front-line
workers and everyone in between. It calls for a culture
change that encourages new thinking, facilitates the
testing of new approaches and accepts fast-fail
iterations that speed the retailer on its way to new
and larger revenue streams.
Beyond culture change, the future-ready retailer uses
technology to foster innovation intelligently. The cloud,
for example, enables the retailer to try new solutions
and approaches incrementally and without the ripand-replace of traditional IT approaches.

Intelligence

Efficiency

Future
Ready.
Now.
Experience
Intelligence

Innovation
Intelligence
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Case Study
The intelligent way to innovate
Situation:
How does a global bottling company get the right
product in the hands of the right person at the right
time—and get a true understanding of its customers
and their needs? If the company is Bepensa, it turns to
Accenture and Avanade to reimagine and reimplement
its decision-making process for marketing and sales
functions. These innovations helped it unlock the
trapped value within its data and increase opportunity
detection, resource allocation, customer-centric
content and sales effectiveness.

Results:

4.8% net revenue growth
4.4% transaction growth
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How do you become a
future-ready retailer?
There are hard questions to be asked and answered
if you are to tame the digital transformation beast.
Are you taking the long view as to
what your organization really needs?
That means an end-to-end, holistic approach, rather
than the imbalance that was pointed out in our survey,
where more of the efforts focused on the front-end,
leaving the back-end underserved and under-supported.

Are you focusing on both customer
experience and employee experience?
While the retailers in our survey saw hiring and training
people with decent skills as their biggest barrier to
digital transformation, they ranked employee experience
near the bottom of the list as a key driver focus for
their organization.

Are you willing to change your
corporate culture to incorporate
innovation into your company’s
lifeblood?
Whether it’s new technology, process improvements or
entirely new business opportunities or partnerships,
innovative thinking comes from everywhere: top
down, bottom up, inside, outside.
And infused in and through all these areas is intelligence. That’s especially clear in areas like intelligent
technologies and tools where AI and automation can
help organizations take digital transformation effort
to the next level.
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Get Future Ready. Now.
We’re with you every step of the way on your transformation
journey, planning and implementing the roadmap to speed
your progress. We take a holistic, end-to-end approach that
combines strategic advice, UX design, AI/analytics, tech
implementation, change management, managed services,
Accenture’s global retail expertise and Microsoft’s leadingedge solutions.
Retailers are getting future ready now. You can, too. The first
step is a conversation or design workshop to explore your
needs and envision your possibilities.

Are you ready?
Visit www.avanade.com/FutureReadyNow
to find out more.

About the research
Avanade research was conducted by Vanson Bourne: 1,150 cross-industry
respondents with revenues from $500 million to over $10 billion; 109 which
were senior retail decision-makers from 11 countries across North America,
Europe and Asia.
Country breakdown		

Functional role breakdown

United States

200

Australia

100

Belgium & Netherlands

100

Canada

100

France

100

Germany

100

Japan

100

Nordic countries

100

United Kingdom

100

Italy

75

Spain

75

IT/Digital
decision-makers

450

Finance/Operations
decision-makers

175

Sales decision-makers

175

Marketing
decision-makers

175

HR decision-makers

175

Analysis showing respondent function, asked to
all 1,150 respondents
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About Avanade
Avanade is the leading provider of innovative digital and cloud services, business
solutions and design-led experiences on the Microsoft ecosystem. With 36,000
professionals in 25 countries, we are the power behind the Accenture Microsoft
Business Group, helping companies to engage customers, empower employees,
optimize operations and transform products, leveraging the Microsoft platform.
Majority owned by Accenture, Avanade was founded in 2000 by Accenture LLP
and Microsoft Corporation.
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